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Abstract. It is known that exact magnetic reconnection solutions can be con-
structed for collisionally dominated resistive plasmas. In this paper we refine the
collisional resistive description by invoking an Ohm’s law that includes Hall current
and plasma inertial contributions.

We first demonstrate the surprising fact that the analytic treatment of both
two and three dimensional current sheet reconnection remains valid for the gener-
alized Ohm’s law description. A discussion of planar reconnection shows that while
the influence of inertial effects is generally small, the Hall current is likely to be
important in most physically realistic plasma regimes, even for turbulent current
sheet models. In particular, by influencing the magnetic and electric fields within
the current sheet, the Hall current can be expected to have a strong influence on
the particle acceleration capabilities of magnetic merging solutions. We also address
the extent to which the new solutions alleviate the need for enhanced, anomalous
resistivities to moderate the large current densities that arise in collisional resistive
merging.
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1. Introduction

Magnetic reconnection is the one mechanism that allows highly con-
ducting magnetic plasmas to change their topology. The mechanism
involves the advection of magnetic flux into a localized resistive re-
gion of high current density, followed by the cutting and rejoining of
field lines at specialized sites within the current layer. Traditionally
reconnection models have been developed using a simplified “collisional
resistive” form of Ohm’s law that neglects Hall currents and electron
inertial effects (Priest and Forbes, 2000). A key focus of the resistive
approach is to show that magnetic reconnection is capable of producing
an explosive, flare-like release of magnetic energy.

The purpose of the present paper is to show that a generalized
Ohm’s law can be incorporated within a broad class of exact 2D and 3D
reconnection solutions. These solutions describe “fan” and “separator”
current sheet reconnection models, at arbitrary plasma resistivities. A
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central aim is to explore how the electric and magnetic fields in the
collisional resistive treatment become modified by the electron inertial
and Hall current contributions. In this preliminary investigation we
concentrate on the simplest case of planar separator reconnection, and
mention only briefly 3D fan models. In fact there is a further class of
exact collisional resistive solutions, namely “spine current models” for
which an analytic treatment based on a generalized Ohm’s law does not
go through. Such models involve quasi-cylindrical current structures
and, although of theoretical interest, they seem to be far less important
in terms flare-like energy release (Craig and Fabling, 1996; Craig et al.,
1997; Craig and Watson, 2000b).

We also address whether the Hall current and electron inertial effects
can alleviate a major problem that derives from the low resistivity of
typical plasmas. Exact analytic solutions—and numerical simulations
when extrapolated down to realistic resistivities—show that magnetic
field gradients within the reconnection region are so steep, and current
densities so high, that the conditions for the MHD approximation to
be valid may be violated. This means that collisional resistive MHD
models with extremely small non-dimensional resistivities (e.g. in the
solar corona η ' 10−14) essentially predict their own breakdown (see
§3.5 for details).

The results presented in this paper suggest that Hall current and
electron inertia effects do not play a significant role in eluding these
difficulties, at least for conditions typical of the solar corona. It seems
more likely that the collisional MHD description must be modified
by invoking some form of current limitation, based on results from
plasma physics. Litvinenko and Craig (2000) show that an anomalous
(turbulent) resistivity that scales as ηa ∼ E (where E is the recon-
nection electric field) provides a more plausible merging solution, with
the desirable feature of a turbulent current sheet whose thickness is
comparable to the collisional mean free path of the plasma, and whose
current density is limited to values consistent with the ion sound speed
(typically 10−3c) . The solution provides a flare-like energy output of
1028 ergs s−1 and produces a reconnection E-field capable of acceler-
ating protons to GeV energies (Heerikhuisen et al., 2002; Craig and
Litvinenko, 2002).

Yet even with turbulent merging, the effective resistivity ηa remains
quite small ηa ≤ 106η ' 10−8. Since robust estimates (Craig and
Litvinenko, 2002) imply that levels η > 10−7 are required to justify
the neglect of Hall current effects (see §2.4 and 3.5 below), it appears
that there is a prima facaie case for invoking an MHD description based
on a generalized Ohm’s law. Indeed, analytic and numerical studies by
Bhattacharjee et al. (1999) and Shay et al. (2001) provide independent
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evidence that Hall currents have a strong influence on the properties
of resistive merging solutions.

In §2 we introduce the generalized Ohm’s law and discuss the likely
impact of the Hall current and electron inertial contributions on re-
connection models. Section 3 is concerned with formulating the planar
reconnection problem. We demonstrate the need for enhanced, anoma-
lous resistivities, and develop exact models that isolate the Hall current
and inertial effects. Our conclusions are presented in §4. The 3D time-
dependent fan formulation is given in the Appendix, where we also
discuss spine current models.

2. Magnetic merging and Ohm’s law

2.1. Magnetic merging equations

We begin by considering the prototypical problem of constructing re-
connection solutions in an incompressible plasma of uniform mass den-
sity ρ. Aside from the constraints

∇ · v = ∇ ·B = 0, (1)

the velocity and magnetic fields v and B must satisfy the momentum
equation (in cgs units)

ρ

(
∂v
∂t

+ (v · ∇)v
)

=
1
c
J×B−∇p, (2)

together with Ohm’s law, which we write in the form,

E +
1
c
v ×B = R. (3)

The electric field E and the current density J are given by

∇×E = −1
c

∂B
∂t
, J =

c

4π
∇×B, (4)

and p is the total (electron plus ion) plasma pressure. The term R =
EC +EH +EM comprises the collisional, Hall current and inertial con-
tributions to the induced electric field. These contributions are signaled
by the fact that E ·B is non-vanishing.

In most magnetic reconnection studies R is simply taken to approx-
imate the collisional dissipation term J/σ, where σ ' 107T 3/2 (cgs) is
the classical collisional conductivity. In typical plasmas, for instance a
coronal plasma with T ' 106K and density n ' 109 cm−3 , the very
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large conductivity implies that the dissipation is so small that the mag-
netic field is almost completely “frozen into the plasma”. Yet changes in
the magnetic field topology require magnetic reconnection—a resistive
mechanism that can only be effective when very small length-scales
develop in the magnetic field. It is under precisely these circumstances
that collisional conditions are likely to be violated. This breakdown has
several signatures: current densities may exceed the light speed limit
nec; length-scales in the field variables may be orders of magnitude
smaller the collisional mean free path; and the reconnection electric
field E may greatly exceed the runaway Dreicer limit. These problems
are highlighted by the resistive merging solution derived in §3.5.

2.2. Solutions based on collisional resistivities

To date analytic reconnection solutions have been constructed under
the collisional resistive assumption R = EC = J/σ. The analytic
treatment is based on superposing short wavelength disturbance fields
onto some slowly varying global background field (Craig and Henton,
1995; Watson and Craig, 1997; Craig and Fabling, 1998; Craig and
Watson, 1999). A typical construction is

v = α(t)P(x, y, z) + F(x, t),
B = β(t)P(x, y, z) + G(x, t), (5)

where the field P can be interpreted as a quasi-steady global equilib-
rium (with α and β slowly decaying amplitude functions) onto which
the perturbation fields F and G are added. Solutions constructed in
this manner satisfy the nonlinear governing equations exactly—they
are not linearizations. The earliest model (Craig and Henton, 1995)
has spawned a host of generalizations (Priest et al., 2000; Craig and
Watson, 2000b; Watson and Craig, 2002) but all known solutions re-
quire disturbance fields of restricted dimensionality. In the example of
current sheet “fan” reconnection cited in (5), the disturbance fields
F and G have plane wave forms that localize and rapidly dissipate as
they approach the neutral point. An alternate form is provided by spine
reconnection solutions, which are based on two-dimensional disturbance
fields (see the Appendix).

In applying these models in practice it is important to ensure that
the reconnection solution is matched to the physical properties of the
external regions that drive merging. More specifically, the external
regions must supply sufficient magnetic flux and maintain enough hy-
dromagnetic pressure to sustain the reconnection (see §3.5 for details).
Yet even when this is achieved—typically by ensuring that the Alfvénic
reconnection exhaust speed is determined by the magnitude of the
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disturbance field in the current sheet—an enhanced resistivity is re-
quired to maintain plausible current densities (Litvinenko and Craig,
2000; Heerikhuisen et al., 2002). As shown below, Hall currents also
have an important role to play, given that effective resistivities are
unlikely to exceed η ' 10−8.

2.3. The generalized Ohm’s Law

In the present study we consider a general Ohm’s law of the form (3)
with R given by

R =
J
σ

+
1
nec

(J×B−∇ · pe) +
me

ne2

(
∂J
∂t

+∇ · (vJ + Jv)
)
, (6)

where pe is the pressure tensor for the electron gas. The three con-
tributions to R, given by J/σ and the other two bracketed terms, are
the collisional, Hall and inertial terms respectively. Discussion of this
equation can be found for example in Vasyliunas (1975), Priest and
Forbes (2000), and Bhattacharjee et al. (1999). The main simplification
we make, in common with Bhattacharjee et al. (1999), is to treat the
electron stress tensor pe as an isotropic diagonal tensor. We note that
the Hall current EH ∝ J×B provides R with a quadratic nonlinearity
in B.

We shall concentrate our discussion on applications to rapid, flare-
like magnetic reconnection. Quite general arguments, reinforced by
numerical simulations, show that under flare conditions magnetic pres-
sures cannot be expected to dominate the static and dynamic pressures
of the plasma. For example, simulations of the dynamic coalescence
instability confirm that, for both compressible and incompressible plas-
mas, the maximum static, dynamic and magnetic pressures are com-
parable at the time of maximum current sheet development (Biskamp
and Welter, 1980; Rickard and Craig, 1993; Craig and Watson, 2000a).
Indeed, for the analytic current sheet solutions under consideration,
limiting the back pressure in the current layer leads to a saturation of
the reconnection rate (Craig and Watson, 2000a; Craig and Watson,
2000b; Heerikhuisen et al., 2000). In marked contrast, for planar merg-
ing in cold, pressure-less plasmas, the rate is always rigorously Alfvénic
(Craig and Watson, 1992; Hassam, 1992; Craig and McClymont, 1993).

2.4. Dimensionless formulation

Let us compare the magnitude of the collisional resistive term J/σ with
the additional terms that represent Hall current and plasma inertial
effects. To do this it is convenient to express all field variables in terms
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of their reference coronal values

Bc = 102 G, `c = 109.5 cm,
nc = 109 cm−3, vA = 109 cm s−1. (7)

The unit of time is τA ≡ `c/vA and electric fields are now measured
in units of vABc/c and pressures in units of B2

c/(4πρc). We shall find
it instructive to compare reconnection electric fields to the reference
Dreicer field ED ' 10−7 (cgs) and current densities to the light speed
limit Jc = nec ' 2× 1010 (cgs).

The dimensionless formulation for Ohm’s law becomes

E+v×B = ηJ+ cH (J×B−∇pe)+ cM

(
∂J
∂t

+∇ · (vJ + Jv)
)
, (8)

where

η =
c2

4πvA`cσ
, cH =

c

`cωp
, cM =

(
c

`cωe

)2

, (9)

and ωe and ωp are the electron and proton plasma frequencies given by
ωe

2 = 4πne2/me = mpωp
2/me. The dimensionless numbers η, cH and

cM indicate, respectively, the relative magnitudes of the collisional, Hall
and inertial terms. Note that as we have taken the electron pressure
tensor to be diagonal we have replaced ∇ · pe with ∇pe, where pe is a
scalar. As the magnetic induction equation involves taking the curl of
E we see that pe does not play an active role. If we note that all the
relevant terms on the right hand side of (9) involve J then we see that
the relative magnitudes of the terms in R are given by

η : cHB : cM/τ. (10)

Since ωp ' 107.5 s−1 for the typical coronal reference parameters (7) we
obtain the ratios

10−14.5 : 10−6.5B : 10−16/τ. (11)

Therefore, although the Hall current term easily dominates the colli-
sional resistivity in virtually all circumstances of interest, the inertial
term is only important if the time-scale for current density variations
is significantly faster than Alfvénic.

It is important to remember, however, that collisional resistivities
are not expected to apply universally in flare current sheets. The adop-
tion of anomalous resistivity η → ηa ' 106η (Priest and Forbes, 2000)
would certainly undermine the significance of the inertial terms, but
the influence of the Hall current would still remain appreciable, if not
dominant. This is particularly true in regions like flux pile-up current
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layers, where the magnetic field in the sheet can be expected to exceed
external coronal values by significant factors (Litvinenko and Craig,
1999). Given the various uncertainties, it seems wise to consider the
influence of all terms in Ohm’s law.

3. Planar magnetic merging solutions

3.1. Introduction

In this section we investigate solutions based on the generalized Ohm’s
law for the simplest case of planar reconnection. This case covers purely
two-dimensional merging as well as separator reconnection in which a
non-vanishing, non-reconnecting perpendicular field is also present.

We begin by deriving the field equations in §3.2 and §3.3 and then
introduce the field decomposition that allows analytic solutions to be
developed in §3.4. The limitations of resistive MHD models are high-
lighted in §3.5, using a simplified steady-state description. Note that,
despite the long and venerable tradition of steady-state magnetic recon-
nection models, solar flare reconnection is a highly transient, dynamic
event. It should be noted therefore, that detailed analytic and numerical
studies confirm, at least for the models under investigation, that the
steady-state solution provides an excellent description of the dynamic
reconnecting current sheet at the time of its maximal development
(Heerikhuisen et al., 2000). The relevance of steady-state solutions can
also be justified from the observation that if flare-like reconnection rates
and power outputs can be observed in a suitably driven steady-state,
then clearly a time-dependent solution can be developed by varying the
driving mechanism with time (i.e. varying the boundary conditions).
We go on in §3.6 and §3.7 to develop generalized merging solutions that
isolate the influence of Hall current and electron inertia contributions.

It should also be stressed that it is possible to generalize the resis-
tive, 3D, time-dependent, “fan solutions” based on the formulation of
equation (5). Explicit differential equations for the field components
are derived in the Appendix.

3.2. Planar field representation

In what follows we employ a dimensionless formulation based on the
reference coronal parameters (7). By taking stream and flux function
representations for the v and B fields

v(x, y, t) = ∇φ(x, y, t)× ẑ +W (x, y, t)ẑ,
B(x, y, t) = ∇ψ(x, y, t)× ẑ + Z(x, y, t)ẑ, (12)
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we automatically satisfy the constraint equations (1). Explicitly, the
dimensionless magnetic field has the components B = (ψy,−ψx, Z),
where subscripted variables denote partial derivatives. The dimension-
less electric field and current density are given by

E = (E1, E2,−ψt), J = (Zy,−Zx,−∇2ψ), (13)

and in steady-state we can make the replacement ψt → E , where E is a
global constant that defines the magnitude of the flux transfer due to
reconnection. Differential equations for the magnetic field components
are obtained by substituting these expressions into Ohm’s law (6) and
taking the curl of the momentum equation (2).

3.3. Equations of planar reconnection

The planar system is conveniently expressed using the Poisson bracket
notation

[f, g] = fxgy − gxfy.

The planar components of the velocity field are given by

∇2φt + [∇2φ, φ] = [∇2ψ,ψ], (14)

while
Wt + [W,φ] = [Z,ψ] (15)

determines the perpendicular flow component.
The z-component of Ohm’s law (6) gives

ψt + [ψ, φ] = η∇2ψ + cH [ψ,Z] + cM
(
∇2ψt + [∇2ψ, φ] + [Z,W ]

)
,(16)

while the x and y-components can be combined to give the perpendic-
ular field equation

Zt + [Z, φ] = η∇2Z + [W,ψ] + cH [∇2ψ,ψ]

+cM
(
∇2Zt + [∇2Z, φ] + [∇2φ,Z]

)
. (17)

These four equations completely determine the planar reconnection
problem. In the present formulation it is only the x and y-components
of the magnetic field that reconnect, the z-component simply undergoes
diffusion. We note an important effect of the Hall term: if cH = 0 we
can turn off the perpendicular components (W = Z = 0) and obtain
a purely two-dimensional solution; however, if cH 6= 0 strictly two-
dimensional reconnection is not possible, as the Hall term nonlinearly
couples the perpendicular field Z to the planar field ψ. This coupling is
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particularly strong in equation (17), which involves third order deriva-
tives of the flux function. Higher order derivatives are also introduced
by the inertial terms—for instance in (16)—but in this case at least
we expect their effect to be moderated by the relatively weak coupling
coefficient cM ' 10−16 � cH .

3.4. Local and global field decomposition

In the present exploratory study we consider only the simplest ex-
act solutions based on the potentials of the Craig and Henton (1995)
solution

φ = −αxy + f(x, t),
ψ = βxy + g(x, t) (18)

together with the perpendicular field replacements

W (x, y, t) →W (x, t), Z(x, y, t) → Z(x, t). (19)

Substituting forms (18) and (19) into the planar system gives equa-
tions for the velocity field components f and W , together with the field
components g and Z

df

dt
= −2αf + βxgx − 2βg. (20)

dW

dt
= βxZx, (21)

dg

dt
= βxfx + ηgxx − cHβxZx + cM

dgxx

dt
, (22)

dZ

dt
= βxWx + ηZxx + cHβxgxxx + cM

dZxx

dt
, (23)

where we have introduced the Lagrangian derivative

d

dt
=

∂

∂t
+ v · ∇ =

∂

∂t
− αx ∂

∂x
.

To achieve current localization we require 0 ≤ |β| < α. Note also
that the velocity amplitude α that drives the reconnection cannot be
set arbitrarily—it must be chosen to reflect the Alfvénic exhaust speeds
of material ejected from the sheet (Craig and Watson, 2000a; Craig and
Watson, 2000b). In our dimensionless formulation this gives α ' Bs,
where Bs is the strength of the field at the onset of the sheet. Since fields
exceeding 103.5G are not available in the solar atmosphere, it seems
plausible to limit the dimensionless sheet field strength to Bs ' α ≤ 10,
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corresponding to Alfvénic ejecta of 1010 cm s−1 or less. The magnitude
of β is less critical to the merging rate: β determines the curvature of
field lines entering the sheet. If β = 0 the merging occurs simply by the
annihilation of straight field lines as in Sonnerup and Priest (1975).

We begin by discussing the simplest case of purely resistive reconnec-
tion. We show that an unrealistically high current density is obtained
when a collisional coronal resistivity is adopted.

3.5. The simple collisional resistive solution

Consider the simplest steady-state planar reconnection solution ob-
tained by setting ∂t = W = cH = cM = 0, and ∂tg = E in equations
(20)–(23). Then by taking

f = −β
α
g, Z = Z0, (24)

with Z0 constant, and introducing α∗ = (α2−β2)/α, we obtain a single
equation for the planar potential g

E − α∗xg′ = ηg′′. (25)

The potential, which we assume to be even in x, has the solution

g(x) =
E
η

x2

2 2F2(1, 1,
3
2
, 2;−µ2x2), (26)

and the associated contribution to the disturbance field can be ex-
pressed as

g′(x) =
E
ηµ

daw(µx), (27)

where µ2 = α∗/(2η). These expressions describe the original reconnec-
tion solution of Craig and Henton (1995).

How does the solution scale with resistivity? The formal solution
identifies

xs '
√
η

α∗
, (28)

as the thickness of the current sheet. This result can be understood,
more physically, from a boundary layer argument which adopts the
field g′ = Ex/η as an inner solution as x → 0. By equating this
expression with the outer approximation obtained by neglecting the
resistive contribution, namely g′ ' E/(α∗x), we recover (28).

It is now a simple matter to determine resistive scalings for the merg-
ing solution. Suppose for the moment that a fixed external magnetic
flux Fs is washed into the current sheet x ≤ xs. Since at the outer edge
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of the sheet we can ignore the resistive term we have Fs ' |v ×B| '
α∗xsBs, where Bs ≡ |g′(xs)| is the field at the onset of the sheet. Using
(28), together with the scaling α∗ ' Bs (which reflects the Alfvénic
nature of the reconnection exhaust flow), we see that Bs must build up
as η−1/3 in order to maintain an invariant flux transfer rate Fs. It fol-
lows that xs decreases as η2/3 with reductions in resistivity (Craig and
Watson, 2000a; Craig and Watson, 2000b). These are the scalings of the
coalescence instability—one of the few numerical merging experiments
in which the flow field is allowed to develop self-consistently (Biskamp
and Welter, 1980; Rickard and Craig, 1993; Craig and Watson, 2000a).
However, it is clear, as confirmed by coalescence simulations, that the
burgeoning field amplitude must eventually saturate when the pressure
in the sheet feeds back on the external regions that drive the recon-
nection. It follows that by taking a plausible saturated limit for Bs

we can estimate the maximum merging rates of the model (note that
when saturation is invoked α∗ = Bs is held fixed and the scaling for
the width of the sheet reverts to xs ∼ η1/2). These rates remain valid
for 3D fan reconnection solutions (Craig and Watson, 2000b).

But even with saturation imposed, the current density remains im-
plausibly high. Taking η = 10−14 and setting α∗ ' Bs ' 10 gives
xs ' 10−7.5, which translates to a dimensional sheet thickness of just
100 cm. This is some four orders of magnitude below the estimated
coronal mean free path based on the reference parameters (7). More
critically, the dimensionless current density Js = Bs/xs leads to a
dimensional value J ∼ 1010.5 (cgs), which exceeds the upper bound
Jc = nec ' 2× 1010 (cgs). The reconnection electric field E = ηJs also
dominates the Dreicer field ED by factors of order 102.

Can these difficulties be overcome? The only possibility for reducing
the current density Js = Bs/xs is to posit some neglected physical
mechanism for thickening up the sheet. Unfortunately, as we will show
in §3.6 and §3.7, neither Hall current nor electron inertial effects can
lead to appreciable reductions in current density. Note that realistic
current density thresholds are not expected to significantly exceed J∗ =
neu∗, where u∗ is the proton sound speed (typically u∗ ∼ 10−3c). Since
xs ∼ η1/2 (assuming saturation), we see that resistivity enhancements
of 106 may be required to satisfy J ≤ J∗. At present, only a current
limited turbulent resistivity (Litvinenko and Craig, 2000) seems capable
of meeting this requirement.

3.6. Hall current contributions

To examine the role of Hall currents we retain a steady-state description
but set only the inertial coefficient cM to zero in equations (20)–(23).
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If we take
f = −β

α
g, W = −β

α
Z, (29)

the planar and perpendicular fields now satisfy

E − α∗xg′ = ηg′′ − βcHxZ ′ (30)

−α∗xZ ′ = ηZ ′′ + βcHxg
′′′. (31)

Note that Hall currents can influence the merging process only in the
case of true reconnection, where β 6= 0.

The Hall current contribution to the planar field component g can be
quantified by rescaling x and parameterizing the Hall term according
to

s =
(
α∗

η

) 1
2

x, κ =
β2c2H
α∗η

. (32)

Eliminating Z from equations (30) and (31) we derive a single equation
for the planar field, namely

(s+ κs3)G′′ + (2s2 − 1)G′ + s3G =
E
α∗

(s2 − 1), (33)

where G = g′ = dg/ds. The collisional resistive solution of the previous
section is obtained by setting κ = 0. It is now clear that changes in the
planar field due to Hall currents are controlled solely by the parameter
κ ∼ c2H/η. This result is surprising since it contrasts with the naive
expectation that the ratio cH/η should be the controlling factor.

How large does κ have to be to appreciably affect the planar field
solution? To answer this question we return to the previous boundary
layer analysis, valid for thin current layers, and derive expansions for
the field in the inner and outer regions. In general equation (33) has a
solution of the form G = c1y1(s) + c2y2(s) + yp(s), where y1 and y2 are
solutions of the homogeneous equation and yp is a particular integral
(this form is appropriate for both the inner and outer expansions). In
the present example we are looking for a solution G that is an odd func-
tion of s. For the inner expansion both solutions to the homogeneous
equation are even so we find

G(s� 1) = yp =
E
α∗

(
s− 1

3
s3 +

1 + 2κ
15

s5 + . . .

)
. (34)

This solution suggests that deviations from the collisional solution
should certainly become apparent for κ > 1/2.

Things are more complicated in the outer region. The two parts of
the homogeneous solution no longer have definite parities and we are
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forced to retain them both in the external expansion. The expansion
for the field in the outer region is therefore given by

G(s� 1) = s−1/κ
[
A1 sin

s√
κ

+A2 cos
s√
κ

+ . . .

]
+

E
α∗

(
1
s

+
1− 2κ
s3

+
3− 24κ+ 24κ2

s5
+ . . .

)
. (35)

When κ = 0 we require A1 = A2 = 0 and the solution reverts to
the outer expansion for the Dawson function solution. For κ < 1 the
terms from the homogeneous solution add decaying oscillations on to
the particular integral. However, as κ → ∞ the outer expansion is
dominated by G ∼ A1 sin(s/

√
κ) and the solution develops sinusoidal

oscillations in the outer field. In fact for large enough values of κ we
can directly match the inner and outer solutions (and their gradients)
at the origin to obtain the global approximation

G ' E
√
κ

α∗
sin

s√
κ
. (36)

This expression provides an excellent approximation to the true solu-
tion for κ > 10. The entire solution now oscillates on the length-scale
xs ∼ βcH/α

∗.
Numerical solutions of (33) shown in Figure 1 confirm that only for

κ ≥ 1/2 does the Hall current significantly modify the collisional model.
For values of κ ∼< 0.1 the solution is virtually indistinguishable from the
collisional resistive solution, while for moderate values 0.1 < κ < 1.0
the magnetic field develops decaying oscillations in the outer field and
the current layer thickens slightly. For values of κ � 1 (not shown in
the figure) the magnetic field begins to oscillate sinusoidally and strong
current sheets develop throughout the plasma. However, perhaps the
most telling observation is that strong deviations in the planar field,
corresponding to κ ∼> 1, require

c2H ∼>
(
α∗

β2

)
η. (37)

With the geometrical factor α∗/β2 = O(1) and c2H/η ∼ 10 from (11)
we see that this condition is probably satisfied for strictly collisional
plasmas. However, it seems unlikely this condition will be met if we
believe that it is an enhanced, anomalous resistivity that limits the
current density.

Even if we invoke an anomalous resistivity, so that κ � 1 and
the planar field is almost unaffected, the Hall current can still have
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dramatic impact on the perpendicular field. To see this we use equa-
tion (31) and expressions (34) and (35) to develop inner and outer
expansions for Z(s):

Z(s� 1) = Z0 +
E
α∗

(
βcH
η

)
s4

6
+ . . . , (38)

Z(s� 1) =
(
βcH
η

)
s−1/κ

[
A2√
κ

sin
s√
κ
− A1√

κ
cos

s√
κ

+ . . .

]
+Z∞ +

E
α∗

(
βcH
η

)(
1
s2

+
9− 12κ

2s4
+ . . .

)
, (39)

where Z∞ is a constant. The induced component now scales as cH/η as
expected (assuming α∗, β and E are fixed) and may lead to dramatic
variations in the outer field if the ratio cH/η is large. Note that the inner
solution remains uniform until terms of order s4 become significant.

Once again we can derive a globally valid large κ approximation.
Substituting for G as in (36) into (31) we find

Z ∼ Z0 +
EβcH
α∗η

(
1− cos

s√
κ

)
(40)

provides an excellent approximation for κ > 10.
Figure 2 shows solutions for the perpendicular field component Z for

the same parameter values as those used in Figure 1. This figure high-
lights the fact that the Hall current has a far more significant impact
on the perpendicular field for small values of κ, and also confirms that
there is a well-defined peak in Z at the outer edge of the current layer
whose amplitude scales as cH/η. This scaling defines the magnitude of
the non-uniformity of the perpendicular field across the current layer.

In view of the strong resistive dependence of the induced Z-field, it
is important to check that the magnetic pressure of the perpendicular
field does not overwhelm the pressure associated with the planar field.
The condition |Z| < |Bs| (with Z∞ = O(1)) implies

EβcH
α∗η

<

(
α∗

η

)1/2 E
α∗
, (41)

which is just the condition κ < 1. This condition, as already em-
phasized, is expected to met in the case of current limited merging
solutions. In fact we can write this bound as a limit on the current
density Js < α∗Bs/(βcH), or equivalently, a limitation on the thickness
of the sheet, xs > βcH/α

∗.
Finally, we make the point that the steady-state, analytic treatment

given here, might be thought to be of limited interest compared to more
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general merging models based on Hall current MHD. We should state
therefore, that independent numerical simulations using the reconnec-
tion code of Heerikhuisen et al. (2000), confirm the overall veracity of
the Hall current scalings derived above, at least under the conditions
of time-dependent merging in periodic geometries.

3.7. The role of the inertial term

The influence of the inertial term in magnetic merging solutions can
be isolated by taking β = 0 in equations (20)–(23). This has the effect
of turning off the Hall term and allows us to set W = Z = f =
0. The magnetic field potential g(x, t) now satisfies the single partial
differential equation

gt − αxgx = ηgxx + cM (gxxt − αxgxxx). (42)

The physical situation is that of a localizing anti-parallel magnetic
disturbance, centered about the neutral line x = 0, that steepens and
dissipates as it is driven inwards by a stagnation point flow.

Solutions can be developed by considering the sinusoidal modes

g(x, t) = A(t)eik(t)x. (43)

We find that A(t) and k(t) are given by

Ȧ

A
= −(ηk2 + 2cMkk̇)

1 + cMk2
, k = k0e

αt.

The solution for cM = 0 is

A(t) = A0 exp
[
− η

2α
(k2 − k2

0)
]
, (44)

while for cM non-vanishing we find

A(t) = A0

(
1 + cMk

2
0

1 + cMk2

)ν

(45)

where
ν = 1 +

η

2cMα
.

Remembering that α > 0, so that flow acts to localize the magnetic
field, we see that k grows with time and that any disturbance g(x, t)
has an amplitude that decreases monotonically with time.

Physically we are more interested in the magnetic field than the
potential. The field has the magnitude Ak and this grows (flux pile-up)
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until the decay of A(t) becomes appreciable. The field is maximum at
the time τs when d(Ak)/dt = 0,

τs =
1
2α

ln
(

α

(η + cMα) k2
0

)
(46)

corresponding to the wavenumber ks given by

k2
s =

α

η + cMα
. (47)

More general solutions of (42) can of course be constructed by super-
posing the individual Fourier modes.

Figure 3 summarizes the computed evolution of a typical solution
involving an isolated pulse in the magnetic field. Readily apparent are
the initial growth and localization phases, followed by the eventual
decay.

The central conclusion of (45)–(47) is that inertial effects thicken up
the sheet, decreasing both the wavenumber ks and the time for local-
ization. Recall that, with inertial effects neglected, a purely collisional
resistivity η ' 10−14 leads to small length-scales and unphysical current
densities. However, equation (47) shows that the inertial mechanism
is effective at significantly thickening the sheet only if cMα ≥ η. This
condition is unlikely to be met in a coronal plasma, given that α cannot
plausibly exceed ten. In any case, the limiting size scale represented by
the inertially dominated limit k2

s = c−1
M , obtained by setting η = 0 in

(47), still yields an unphysical sheet thickness xs ' 10−8`c ' 100 cm.
This again corresponds to a current density of the order of nec. There-
fore, for typical coronal plasmas it seems unlikely that inertial terms can
significantly reduce the huge current densities predicted by collisional
resistive models.

4. Conclusions

We have shown that exact magnetic merging solutions can be developed
within the framework of a generalized Ohm’s law. More specifically,
current sheet solutions, comprising either 2D “separator” or 3D “fan”
reconnection models, can be developed analytically when inertial and
Hall current contributions are included in the MHD formulation. The
3D fan solution is described briefly in the Appendix, where we also point
out that the generalized Ohm’s law precludes an analytic description
of 3D spine reconnection. This is not a major drawback given that
spine mechanisms are much less effective than current sheet models at
providing flare-like energy outputs. Quasi-cylindrical spine currents are
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simply too localized to account for the massive energy release (Craig
and Watson, 2000b).

In this paper we have focused mainly on developing an analytic
description for the planar reconnection problem. Our analysis suggests
that collisional resistivity and Hall currents provide far more important
contributions to the generalized Ohm’s law than electron inertia effects.
For inertial effects to be significant, the inertial coefficient must satisfy
cMα > η (with 1 ≤ α ≤ 10 and cM ' 10−16). This seems highly
unlikely, especially given that resistivities are expected to significantly
exceed the collisional value η ' 10−14 and, in particular, that effective
resistivities approaching ηa = 10−8 are required to provide realistic
current densities (see §3.5).

Our treatment, in agreement with Bhattacharjee et al. (1999), leaves
little doubt that Hall current contributions provide important modifica-
tions to resistive merging solutions. The separator reconnection model
derived here shows that the Hall current invariably has a dramatic
influence on the non-reconnective perpendicular field component. Al-
though uniform perpendicular fields can be present for purely resistive
merging, strong non-uniformities are induced across the current layer
as a result of the Hall current contribution. To affect the planar field
components, however, the Hall coefficient must satisfy the condition
κ > 1, which requires c2H ∼> η. Given that cH ' 10−6.5, this requirement
is almost certainly met for purely collisional models (in which case κ
may exceed 10).

The question is, are collisional resistivities appropriate for rapid
magnetic energy release? Note that, for κ > 10, the steady-state analy-
sis predicts a global solution that oscillates throughout the reconnection
region on the non-dimensional length-scale xs ' βcH/α

∗. Such scales
offer the intriguing possibility of rapid energy loss via resistive diffu-
sion at multiple current sites, but provide sites that are probably too
localized, with widths around ten meters or less, to provide realistic
current densities. Either way, since Bhattacharjee et al. (1999) provide
independent evidence that Hall currents can significantly affect the
reconnection rate at sufficiently small resistivities, it will be of some
interest to test the robustness of these findings under a variety of more
general merging conditions.

At present therefore, it seems that Hall currents, in common with
electron inertial effects, are incapable of undoing the severe length-scale
and current density problems that arise from the collisional resistive
treatment. Unless these difficulties can be traced to some bizarre ar-
tifact of our analytic reduction, it seems that some other mechanism
must be responsible for limiting the current density of the sheet to phys-
ically acceptable levels. As discussed in §3.5, turbulent enhancement of
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the classical resistivity leading to an effective resistivity approaching
ηa ' 10−8 provides the most likely means for attaining realistic cur-
rent sheet thicknesses of around a few hundred meters (Litvinenko and
Craig, 2000).

In addition, the richer field structure within the current sheet clearly
has the potential to affect the DC acceleration of non-thermal particles
by the reconnection electric field. The z-component of the magnetic
field is important because, being co-aligned with the reconnection elec-
tric field, it can “magnetize” accelerated particles in the current sheet,
increasing their non-thermal energies (Craig and Litvinenko, 2002). It
follows that non-uniformities in the perpendicular field can be expected
to modify, quite significantly, the spectrum of particles accelerated in
the current sheet. Presumably this modification of the particle spec-
trum could be used to probe the importance of Hall currents in the in-
terior of real flares. However, the challenges of developing realistic fully
three-dimensional, time-dependent collisional and Hall current recon-
nection models to compare with observations are formidable. Although
we have indicated here that three-dimensional fan current models are
now available for both collisional and Hall current reconnection, it is
far from clear that their restricted forms are adequate to describe true
flare dynamics. Clearly this is an area for future research.

Appendix

Fan reconnection solutions

We now point out that the generalized Ohm’s law (6) allows fully three
dimensional reconnection solutions to be developed. As an illustration
we choose

P = (σx, (1− σ)y,−z) , (48)

to represent the global field and assume α and β are constant. Following
Craig and Fabling (1996) the disturbance fields are taken to be

F = (U(z, t), V (z, t), 0) G = (X(z, t), Y (z, t), 0) . (49)

Note that we have changed the orientation of the background flow
so that the z-direction is now the inflow direction and that the one-
dimensional forms for F and G now depend on z. The curled form of
the momentum equation and the generalized Ohm’s law equation give
the field components

Ut = αD−σ U − βD−σ X, (50)
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Vt = αD−µ V − βD−µ Y, (51)

Xt = αD+
σ X − βD+

σ U + ηXzz − cHβD+
σ Yz

−cM
(
αD+

σ Xzz −Xzzt
)
, (52)

Yt = αD+
µ Y − βD+

µ V + ηYzz + cHβD+
µXz

−cM
(
αD+

µ Yzz − Yzzt

)
, (53)

where we have introduced partial differential operators typified by

D±σ U = z
∂

∂z
U ± σU, (54)

and set µ = 1−σ. These equations agree with those of Craig and Fabling
(1998) in the case cM = cH = 0. The most important modification
is provided by the Hall term, which directly couples the X and Y
components of the field. The form of the coupling also implies that
it is no longer possible to choose odd parities for both the X and
Y disturbance fields, as in the original fan solution analysis of Craig
and Fabling (1996). Although, the ramifications of this coupling are
currently being investigated, we would emphasize that the system (50)–
(53) provides the basis for an exact fan reconnection model within
the context of Hall-current MHD. This should complement the recent
numerical simulations of Bhattacharjee et al. (1999).

Spine reconnection solutions

Let us again assume that (48) provides a global background field. Then
for spine reconnection we assume the forms

F = W (x, y, t)ẑ, G = Z(x, y, t)ẑ (55)

for the velocity and magnetic disturbance fields (Craig and Fabling,
1996; Craig and Fabling, 1998). These forms satisfy the momentum
and induction equations in the case of collisional resistivities, giving
quasi-cylindrical current structures localized about the line z = 0—the
spine curve. The explicit equations governing the disturbance fields are
given for example in Craig and Fabling (1998).

In the context of the present study we wish to point out that the
spine forms (55) do not allow solutions when the generalized Ohm’s
law is adopted. The offending term is the Hall current, which in view
of its potential importance, would have to be investigated as part of a
general numerical treatment. Therefore, while an analytic description
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of fan current sheet mechanisms is possible within the framework of
Hall current MHD, the same is not true of spine reconnection models.
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Figure 1. Solutions of (33) showing the effect of the Hall current contribution. Here
we show By = −∂ψ/∂x = −βy − ∂g/∂x = −βy − (α∗/η)1/2G along the line y = 0.
The solutions are for the parameter values α = 1, β = 0.5, η = 10−8, E = −0.001,
and κ = 0.0, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0. The solutions for κ ≤ 0.1 are virtually
indistinguishable from the collisional resistive solution (κ = 0), while solutions for
larger values of κ show slight thickening of the main sheet and increasing oscillations
in the outer field.
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Figure 2. The perpendicular field component of the solutions shown in Figure 1 with
κ = 0.0, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0. Curves of increasing amplitude correspond to
increasing values of κ. For modest values of κ the approximately constant inner and
outer parts of the solution are joined by a transition layer whose height scales as
cH/η, while for larger values of κ oscillations begin to dominate the outer field.
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Figure 3. The planar field solution By = −∂g/∂x of (42) at three different times for
the parameters η = 0.01, cM = 0.003. The initial pulse localizes and grows before
eventually decaying away.
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